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A B S T R A C T

Over the past two decades, the nature of child pornography in terms of generation, distribution and possession of
images drastically changed, evolving from basically covert and offline exchanges of content to a massive network
of contacts and data sharing. Nowadays, the internet has become not only a transmission channel but, probably,
a child pornography enabling factor by itself. As a consequence, most countries worldwide consider a crime to
take, or permit to be taken, to store or to distribute images or videos depicting any child pornography grammar.
But before action can even be taken, we must detect the very existence or presence of sexually exploitative
imagery of children when gleaning over vast troves of data. With this backdrop, veering away from virtually all
off-the-shelf solutions and existing methods in the literature, in this work, we leverage cutting-edge data-driven
concepts and deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to harness enough characterization aspects from a
wide range of images and point out the presence of child pornography content in an image. We explore different
transfer-learning strategies for CNN modeling. CNNs are first trained with problems for which we can gather
more training examples and upon which there are no serious concerns regarding collection and storage and then
fine-tuned with data from the target problem of interest. The learned networks outperform different existing
solutions and seem to represent an important step forward when dealing with child pornography content de-
tection. The proposed solutions are encapsulated in a sandbox virtual machine ready for deployment by experts
and practitioners. Experimental results with tens of thousands of real cases show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed methods.

1. Introduction

It is no wonder that virtually all modern societies condemn the
sexual abuse of children. In the past two decades, awareness and re-
cognition of such problems have grown systematically and now
permeate the forefront of discussions in several governments, media
outlets and society circles [1]. Unfortunately, some aspects of sexual
abuse of children still lag behind in terms of public policies and im-
mediate actions of eradication. It was only recently that child porno-
graphy started to be cast as a significant element in the lineup of ac-
tivities related to sexual abuse. According to Taylor and Quayle [1],
although child pornography has been a recognized problem for dec-
ades, it was until recently deemed as a “rather small and essentially
specialist correlate of a much broader and more significant problem”.
Nonetheless, some recent studies report some staggering projections

pointing out that every forth girl and sixth boy in the U.S. alone will
experience some form of sexual abuse before turning 18 [2]. Equally
alarming, we must also be aware that it is very likely that a significant
fraction of these cases will be video taped for further distribution and
sharing in online platforms and social networks.

In recent years, new communication and computing advancements
along with the rise of social networks have prompted unremarkable
societal advances in our world. However, at the same time, these ad-
vancements have also brought dishonest elements of our society closer
to us. In this vein, as Taylor and Quayle [1] properly put it, since the
mid-1990s, we have seen a significant change in the nature of child
pornography in terms of generation, distribution and possession of
images. Until some years ago, child pornography was mostly done
offline and, thus, had less impact and it was more easily traceable.
However, in the last few years, it evolved to a much more difficult
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problem with the advent of social networks, transforming the internet
not only in a transmission channel but, probably, in a child porno-
graphy enabling factor by itself [1,3].

The problem turns even more complicated when we analyze it
under a behavioral optics [4], with which we seek to learn as much as
possible about the perpetrators, victims and the dynamics of an offense.
Under this vantage point, pedophiles1 now not only share contents
online but also organize themselves in their own social networks
sharing interests and experiences, blurring the edge between the virtual
and real worlds [6]. Moreover, child pornography offenses seem not to
have any specific boundary of class, income or profession [1]. Although
controversial, some of these studies also suggest that child pornography
offending is an indicator of pedophilia [7,8]. Finally, with more chil-
dren also having access to uncontrolled materials and uncensored
“friendships” online, they are also more easily approachable and en-
couraged to engage in dubious relationships with offenders. The Tech
Innovation to Fight Child Sexual Exploitation (THORNE) foundation
reports that up to 42% of “sextortion” victims met perpetrators online
[9].

According to the International Criminal Police Organization
(Interpol) [10,11], child pornography is defined as “…the consequence
of the exploitation or sexual abuse perpetrated against a child. It can be
defined as any means of depicting or promoting sexual abuse of a child,
including print and/or audio, centered on sex acts or the genital organs
of children.” As a consequence, most countries worldwide consider a
crime to take, or permit to be taken, to store or to distribute images or
videos depicting any child pornography grammar [1,3]. According to
Taylor et al. [12], in spite of the actual scene depicted in an image or
video, whenever “an image of a child is accessed for a sexual purpose, it
victimizes the individual concerned”. With this backdrop, it is para-
mount that we devise and deploy proper mechanisms (technical and
legal) to combat child pornography online. In this vein, in this paper,
we aim at the automatic detection of child pornography from images.
For a proper nomenclature, whenever we refer to images depicting
child pornography content, we adopt the term sexually exploitative
imagery of children (SEIC) [4].

In recent years, some researchers took aim at this problem by pro-
posing a diverse set of solutions in the literature. As we shall discuss in
Section 2, solutions range from nudity detection [13] and facial ana-
lytics [14,15] as proxies for child pornography classification to bags of
visual words [16,17] and behavioral analytics [4] to network profiling
[4,18–21] and sensitive hashing techniques [14,22,23]. Departing from
virtually all existing methods, in this work, we leverage data-driven
techniques and deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to harness
enough characterization aspects from a wide range of images and point
out the presence of child pornography content in an image. We propose
a two-tiered CNN modeling, first trained with the source-related pro-
blem of general pornography detection – for which we can gather more
training examples and upon which there are no serious concerns re-
garding collection and storage – and then fine-tuned, in a second re-
finement stage, with child pornography concepts properly controlled by
a government agent in a secured setup. The learned network outper-
forms different existing solutions and seems to represent a major leap
forward when it comes to dealing with this complex problem.

In a nutshell, our contributions in this paper are threefold:

• We introduce data-driven solutions able to distinguish sexually ex-
ploitative imagery of children from adult (related to normal porn)
and seemingly innocuous (related to everyday imagery) content.
The methods can pinpoint images depicting assault, gross assault
and sadistic/bestiality involving children, which are considered to
be of high importance in an international scale for combating child

pornography (see Section 2 for more details on the scale and Section
3 on the method).

• We also introduce an adult content detector able to detect adult
content not necessarily involving children, including the ones de-
picting secretive photographs showing underwear/nakedness with
sexual intent, intentional posing suggesting sexual content and
erotic posing (intentional sexual or provocative poses), which are
ranked as of medium importance in the same international scale for
combating child pornography (see Section 2 for more details on the
scale and Section 3 on the method).

• Finally, we produce a self-contained virtual machine with our so-
lutions, free of cost, and ready for initial deployments by different
law-enforcement agents and practitioners for combating SEIC con-
tent nowadays.

We organize the remaining of this paper into four sections. Section 2
presents works related to child pornography. Section 3 introduces our
solution to detecting SEIC contents. Section 4 describes the used data-
sets and experimental setup while Section 5 presents the experiments
and results comparing the proposed method with different counterparts
in the literature and with some off-the-shelf solutions. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and sheds some light on future research directions.

2. Related work

The legal definition of child pornography does not capture the en-
tire nuance of the problem [1,12]. In a study of online content at the
Combating Paedophile Information Networks in Europe Center (CO-
PINE), Taylor and Quayle [1,12] identified 10 categories of pictures
that may be sexualized by an adult and created the so-called COPINE
scale as Table 1 shows.

Establishing the COPINE scale is pivotal to define to which extent
someone caught red-handed is involved with sexually exploitative
imagery of children. It also sheds some light on the research directions
we should take in order to deal with this challenging problem [2].
Clearly, focus should be given to detecting activities involving levels
L8–L10. However, many techniques in the literature, as we describe
next, focus on simple models that are only able to detect nudity, or
levels L2 and L3 above. Moreover, studies such as the COPINE one can
also help driving some appropriate legislation on the theme [3] and
defining a typology of online child pornography offending [24], espe-
cially because the law, itself, might not be well defined [25].

As the public awareness about child pornography has increased over
the past years, so has the interest of researchers in presenting effective
methods to block or, at least, cope with the problem. On one hand,
there have been efforts toward working on the server side and on the
network itself by developing appropriate filtering and blocking tools
[4,20,21]. On the other, researchers have been developing detection
solutions exploiting the intrinsic distributed nature of the internet, thus
focusing on the users. While the former group of methods might be
effective by actively detecting suspicious content and users trying to
have access to it, it raises serious questions regarding censorship and
high false positive rates, oftentimes blocking otherwise legitimate
content [26,27]. The second group, in turn, works as a passive solution
in which law-enforcement agents can sift through large amounts of data
looking for inappropriate content in apprehended materials or as an
active filtering solution in which families can protect their children and
beloved ones from accessing inappropriate content by installing such
solutions in their computing devices.

Spearheading the first group, we can see the works of [18,19],
which focus on developing network profiling techniques to pinpoint
abnormal behavior linked to child pornography. In the same vein, some
researchers focused on specific active analyses of peer-to-peer networks
[4,20,21], by and large, one of the most important channels for ex-
change of SEIC content online.

Veering away from the network profiling models, we have the
1 According to Dorland [5], pedophilia refers to an abnormal fondness for children;

sexual activity of adults with children.
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methods more focused on the user. In this regard, some authors have
been fighting SEIC content using facial analytics [13–15]. Ricanek et al.
[14] proposed Artemis, a forensic tool underpinned by facial analytics
and other technologies to quickly scan computers and memory devices
for SEIC content. Artemis relies on image hashes to compare new
content to previously identified child pornography content as well as
active mechanisms such as object recognition, identification of exposed
skin, and facial analysis to determine whether the subjects depicted in
an image are children. Sae-Bae et al. [13] also exploited skin exposition
along with facial features to detect imagery depicting children. How-
ever, the authors fell short in their objective of training a solution for
actually detecting SEIC content. Their solution is more suitable for the
lower levels in the COPINE scale than the actual harmful ones (levels L7
and beyond). Recently, Chatzis et al. [15] presented a new geometrical
feature based on iris geometry as a proxy for detecting children in
images and, consequently, SEIC contents. The major limitation of the
proposed feature, however, is that the weight and growth of the human
eyeball is mostly pronounced in the first three years of age not varying
significantly afterwards. Therefore the method is highly dependent on
the quality of the acquired images and on the ability to properly detect
and isolate the eyeballs in an image [28].

As a matter of fact, the idea of using color and texture image de-
scriptors to detect SEIC content is dominant in this area although its
results are not always very promising [13,29–32]. Grega et al. [33]
have exploited MPEG descriptors to find traces of child pornography
imagery and presented the INDECT advanced image cataloguing tool.
According to the authors, their method consists of MD5 hashes and
MPEG-7 descriptors. While the hashes account for a faster way of
comparing new suspect images to previous tagged harmful ones, the
descriptors seek to identify new images containing SEIC content. Mi-
crosoft has also introduced a hash-based tool, referred to as PhotoDNA,
to fight child pornography content [23,34]. The main problem with
hash-based techniques, however, is that they are passive methods and
can only be effective at comparing similar (previously annotated) SEIC
content, not being able to spot out new (unseen) content. For this very
reason, many authors have invested their time in combining hash-based
solutions with pro-active solutions such as the ones exploiting image
visual characteristics (e.g., color and texture). Taking a different di-
rection, Panchenko et al. [35] proposed a classification system based on
patterns present in SEIC’s filenames. Clearly, this method has serious
limitations if never-seen filename patterns are used by the perpetrators.

Focusing on skin color distributions, Polastro et al. [29,31,32]
proposed NuDetective, a tool for detecting SEIC content in seized
computer systems. The authors later extended the method to also work
with video contents [36]. Although in current use by the Brazilian
Federal Police, NuDetective suffers from the same problems that
afflict skin-based detection methods: high rates of false alarms, as in-
nocuous and some adult content are often incorrectly tagged as SEIC.
To make things worse, imagery depicting levels L8 through L10 in the
COPINE scale frequently goes unnoticed.

In addition to efforts such as PhotoDNA, NuDetective, Artemis,
and INDECT, industry players have also attempted to produce solutions
for nudity and pornography detection. There exist some software

solutions, mostly commercial with focus on blocking websites that
contain inadequate content (e.g., CyberPatrol, CYBERsitter,
NetNanny, K9 Web Protection, Profil Parental Filter) while
others scan the hard drive in search for adult content (e.g., SurfRecon,
Porn Detection Stick, PornSeer Pro). In the latter group, we can
also include MediaDetective [37] and Snitch Plus [38], to which
we compare our proposed method in this work. Notwithstanding, these
solutions heavily rely on skin detection methods, and consequently
suffer from the same problems mentioned above.

Departing from the low-level skin-based modeling, Ulges et al. [16]
have relied on a more discriminative mid-level representation based on
color image parts rather than on the color directly, called visual words.
Their solution leads to a prioritization of SEIC content with an equal
classification error varying from 11% to 24%. However, this result must
be taken with a grain of salt as the actual discrimination is done in a
much easier problem between seemingly safe content (natural images)
and adult/SEIC content rather than on SEIC vs. adult contents.

Seeking to incorporate the best of several existing description
methods, Schulze et al. [17] aggregated skin color, visual words, sen-
tibank and audio words to improve the detection rate of SEIC content.
The main novelty in Schulze et al.’s work, besides the aggregation
policy, was the use of sentibank, a large-scale visual sentiment ontology
to capture sentiment nuances in the analyzed images. For videos, the
performance shows an equal classification error rate close to 8% when
comparing SEIC content and normal adult content. However, that
success is only attainable when it is possible to extract all features from
the videos (audio, sentiment, color detection). For images, a more
complex problem as it relies only on a single frame for evidence each
time, the error rate reported was higher, approximately 16%.

After surveying many different efforts to solve the problem of au-
tomatically detecting sexually exploitative imagery of children, it is
clear that to detect any new activity, we must rely on content-based
methods rather than on hashing- or filename pattern-based ones.
However, it is also clear that given the high number of false alarms and
the apparent lack of a real link between seemingly normal and SEIC
contents, we must depart definitely from skin-based modeling methods
and exploit richer and more discriminative patterns. Although richer
mid-level representations have had relative success in the literature for
detecting adult [39–43] and SEIC content [16,17,44], they are still not
the final answer for the problem as finding enough and suitable training
sets for SEIC imagery has been a challenge. Some authors have
exploited these richer mid-level representations jointly with visual
features (such as color moments and edge histograms) and audio vo-
cabularies (based on an energy envelope unit) [45]. Veering away from
those methods, in this work, we exploit a completely different path as
we shall explain in Section 3.

In order to deal with the scarcity of properly labeled SEIC content
and also with its intrinsic restrictions of access, even for research pur-
poses, we present a two-tiered solution with two different levels of
training, one with adult content (for which we can easily collect and
annotate data) allied with a refinement training step involving SEIC
content. Our solution is totally data-driven in the sense that we do not
need to specify to the algorithm if we are interested in patterns of color
or texture or even mid-level representations. On the contrary, the dis-
criminative patterns for properly separating normal and adult content
from SEIC content naturally emerge from the existing training data after
our method gleans over several thousands of examples using convolu-
tional neural networks underpinned by recent advances in deep
learning and learning-from-data technologies. It is important to men-
tion that adult content detection through deep learning has already
been studied [46–49]. Nonetheless, in those works, the authors only
focused on adult (non-SEIC) content, therefore not being able to deal
with SEIC grammar at the COPINE scale levels of L8 through L10. More
specifically, none of them considered real-world data of sexually ex-
ploitative imagery of children. In our case, we consider images and
videos of real-world apprehensions of the Brazilian Federal Police, the

Table 1
Taylor and Quayle’s COPINE scale for sexually exploitative imagery of children [1,12].

L1 Indicative (non-erotic pictures)
L2 Nudist (naked or semi-naked in legitimate settings)
L3 Erotica (secretive photographs showing underwear/nakedness)
L4 Posing (intentional posing suggesting sexual content)
L5 Erotic Posing (intentional sexual or provocative poses)
L6 Explicit Erotic Posing (emphasis on genital areas)
L7 Explicit Sexual Activity (explicit activity with no adult involved)
L8 Assault (sexual assault involving adult)
L9 Gross Assault (penetrative assault involving adult)
L10 Sadistic/Bestiality (imagery involving pain or animal)
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Pornography-2 k dataset [50], and data augmentation using images
from COCO dataset. Finally, all of those methods are one-tiered
methods, which means they only deal with the data directly in one
level. In our case, we develop a one and two-tiered data-driven solu-
tions.

3. A deep learning approach to detecting child pornography in
images

Anyone can imagine how difficult it is to capture all the nuances of
child pornography imagery through color, shape, textures, and other
image hand-crafted descriptors alike while, at the same time, ruling out
innocuous and/or non-SEIC adult content. Therefore, in this section, we
present solutions to detect SEIC content, which leverage concepts from
deep convolutional neural networks to learn discriminative patterns
directly from the available training data. However, at the same time
that deep learning solutions allow us to learn such patterns from
available data rather than hand-crafting descriptors to capture those
patterns, it comes with a high price tag, the need for appropriate
training data capturing the different perspectives and vantage points of
the problem itself.

Capturing such variations for a problem such as object classification
and detection in images is reasonably easy as large amounts of data can
be downloaded from the internet and labeled through services such as
Mechanical Turk [51]. This is the key reason deep learning has caused
big waves in the computer vision literature in the past few years with
ever-better image classification models [52–54]. Unfortunately, de-
tecting sexually exploitative imagery of children is a more sensitive
problem for which access to data is, to say the least, very well con-
trolled. Furthermore, obtaining properly labeled data also seems a
daunting task given that it would involve sifting through degrading and
loathsome content.

In this vein, in this paper, we come up with solutions that allow us
to take full advantage of deep learning concepts while, at the same
time, not having enough data to train a data-driven solution for SEIC
content detection from scratch. Instead of training a data-driven solu-
tion from scratch, which we are not able to given the scarcity of training
for the target problem of SEIC detection, we implement transfer-
learning methods for this task. In this way, we initialize the network
weights with side data available for training (from a source problem)
and then fine-tune such weights to the target problem with annotated
samples capturing the nuances of such problem.

We present a hierarchical solution in which we first learn network
weights relative to a general image-related task (object classification),
which we call source problem, and transfer the acquired knowledge
(network parameters and weights) to a target problem. The domain-
transfer procedure requires less data (sometimes one order of magni-
tude less) than the first training given that the network weights have
already been initialized for an image-related problem.

In addition to this 1-tiered solution (source→ SEIC target problem),
we also experiment with a 2-tiered solution in which we first transfer
from the source problem to a second problem (intermediary target) of
adult content detection. Upon transferring the acquired knowledge
from the source to the intermediary target problem, we perform net-
work fine-tuning, properly finding network weights best adapted to
detect adult content. After the network refinement, we perform a

second transfer learning, now considering the knowledge acquired by
the network specialized in adult content detection to the problem of
SEIC content detection (ultimate target) and perform fine tuning for
that problem. This second refinement also allows us to train a solution
with less SEIC content than it would be necessary to train a solution
from scratch. Under this vantage point, we can view this second source/
target adaptation evolving from a network specialized in object classi-
fication, to adult image classification (adult/porn vs. non-porn content)
to child pornography classification (SEIC vs. adult & non-porn content).

The first network (source) requires an order of millions of images for
training. The target networks (1- and 2-tiered) require about 40 thou-
sand images comprising SEIC/non-SEIC content for fine-tuning. When
using the intermediary network for adult-content detection, it can be
trained with some 200 thousand examples, also an order of magnitude
less than the source network. This is remarkable feat when we consider
how data hungry deep learning solutions can be. If we set forth the
objective of training a SEIC detection network from scratch (with initial
weights randomly selected) it is likely we would, at least, one order of
magnitude more images containing child pornography examples to
capture important nuances of the problem.

At this point is important to highlight that we do not intend with the
proposed solutions to replace the ones based on signature matching
such as NetClean or PhotoDNA, the so-called hash-based solutions.
Instead we aim at proposing methods that can be complementary to the
similarity- or hash-based ones. Hash-based techniques are passive
methods and are effective at comparing similar (previously annotated)
SEIC content, not being able to spot out new (unseen) content. Content-
based methods, on the other hand, are specially designed for active
detection. This means that the hashed-based group excels when it can
spot out similar content (previously annotated by any means) while the
content-based group shines when spotting unseen content.

As in practice we deal with contents of all sorts, sometimes totally
new, sometimes coming from social networks with some indications
(denouncements) of SEIC content or even from peer-to-peer networks,
having complementary solutions if very important. In this regard, we
believe the content-based methods we propose in this paper can be
complementary to hash-based solutions currently available and this
complementarity will certainly add value to daily investigations by
forensic analysts.

3.1. Network architecture for the source and target problems

Following our experience from other problems in computer vision-
related tasks, we start by choosing a network architecture with well-
known performance for the source task (general object classification)
referred to in the literature as GoogLeNet [54]. Fig. 1 depicts an
overview of the chosen architecture for the source problem of object
classification, which is then refined and adapted to the target problem
of interest. The source problem consists of classifying images within
1000 everyday categories from dogs and cats to household items to food
and planes.

The network consists of an initialization module, sometimes re-
ferred to as stem, nine processing modules called inceptions, two aux-
iliary classifiers and one final classification module. Fig. 2 shows a
breakdown of each of these modules.

Everything starts in the initialization module responsible for

Initialization Inception 
#1 & 2

Inception 
#3

Inception 
#6

Inception 
#8 & 9

Final 

Aux. 
Class. #1

Inception 
#4 & 5

Aux. 
Class. #2

Inception 
#7

Overview of the Architecture

3 × 3 3 × 3

Max Pooling Max Pooling

Fig. 1. Overview of the chosen architecture
(source and target problems).
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receiving input images and transforming them with a series of con-
volution, pooling, and local response normalization operations, simi-
larly to many other convolutional neural network models in the lit-
erature [52]. We start observing large object structures with ×7 7
convolution kernels and then progressively apply additional convolu-
tions, normalizations and data reductions (poolings). After this in-
itialization, the processed data go through a series of nine feature-
learning modules, referred to as inception modules, a key idea of this
architecture with respect to other existing models in the literature. Each
of these modules can be seen as a small network refining a set of fea-
tures and properties of the problem. The name is derived from an al-
lusion to the work of Lin et al. [55], network inside a network, and to
Christopher Nolan’s Inception movie.

GoogLeNet’s atom, the inception module, is nothing more than a
series of convolutions and data reductions/poolings at different scales,
performed in parallel, ultimately concatenated together to feed the next
stage of the network. In an inception, ×1 1 convolutions are used to
reduce the dimensionality of inputs to convolutions with larger, and
more complex, filter sizes.

In addition to the network’s nine stacked inception modules, we also
have two auxiliary classifiers connected to the network in order to
amplify the gradient signal back through the network, seeking to
highlight the earlier representations of the data. Propagating the signal
from the very last layer to the earlier layers in such a deep network may
be very tricky and unstable. One common problem that appears is the
vanishing gradient problem, in which the neurons in the earlier layers
have a lower learning rate than neurons in later layers [56]. The aux-
iliary classifiers can then be used in some break points of the network to
highlight the gradients. According to the authors [54], including the
auxiliary classifiers encourages the discrimination in the lower stages of
the network, increasing the gradient signal being back-propagated, also
adding some regularization to the learning process. The two auxiliary
classifiers are placed right after the third and sixth inception modules
and are basically a small convolutional network with a softmax decision
layer in the end. Each classifier consists of a data reduction layer
through average pooling with a ×5 5 kernel, two fully-connected layers
with dropout [57] (70% dropout in the case of this architecture) and a
linear layer with softmax loss as the 1000-way classifier. The auxiliary
classifiers are used only during training and then removed during in-
ference/testing time.

The final module is the classification. In the source problem, it
consists of a data reduction layer through average pooling with a ×7 7
kernel, a fully-connected layer and a linear layer with softmax loss as
the 1000-way classifier. However, for the two target problems herein
(adult content detection and SEIC detection afterwards), this final
classifier is replaced with a two-way non-linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The reason is that this

classifier leads to a better discrimination when performing transfer
learning considering the two classes of interest of each target problem.
The final feature vector, collected right after the last fully-connected
layer and before feeding the softmax classifier, has 1024 features.

3.2. Training for the source problem

The training of the source network is performed with about 1.2
million images of 1000 different object classes. This first training was
performed by Szegedy et al. [54] and has used an asynchronous sto-
chastic gradient descent with 0.9 momentum [58] and a fixed learning
rate schedule, which decreases the learning rate by 4% every eight
epochs. During the training of the network on the source problem, the
losses measured on the two auxiliary classifiers for each image are
added to the loss of the final classifier with a discount weight of 0.3.
Differently from [54], to collect more training images, the initial pool is
further augmented, on-the-fly, using some image transformations in-
cluding rotations, mirroring and cropping but not scaling and photo-
metric distortions [59]. The version we consider in this work uses a
polynomial learning rate decay policy, instead of the step policy, be-
cause it leads to a 4× faster training.

Given a set of inputs for training, all images are resized, maintaining
the aspect ratio and having their smallest dimension as the network
input dimension ( ×224 224 pixels). Then we perform center cropping,
resulting in an image with the necessary shape for the convolutional
network architecture chosen. This pre-processing of inputs is exactly
the same for images in the training stage for the source problem as well
as for the subsequent two stages of transfer learning and fine tuning to
the two target problems of interest herein (see Section 3.3).

3.3. Transfer learning & fine tuning to the target problem

Once the network is fully trained and able to classify everyday ob-
ject categories within the 1000 classes of interest, we first experiment
with transferring the learned weights to a target network aimed at
learning adult content detection (porn vs. non-porn content). We start
by initializing the adult content detection network using the same ar-
chitecture and weights previously learned for the object classification
network, instead of training one from scratch. Then we adapt its last
layer to a 2-way softmax one (adult content vs. non-adult content) and
perform fine-tuning of the initial weights, receiving as input a series of
images tagged as either adult and non-adult content and using back-
propagation. Moreover, we also adapt the last layer of the two auxiliary
classifiers to a 2-way softmax one.

Once this network converges with the new weights adapted to the
intermediary target problem of adult content detection, we replace its
very last layer with an SVM classifier with an RBF kernel. This means

Fig. 2. Details of the different modules com-
posing the chosen architecture (source and
target problems).
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that the learned network has weights specialized to adult content de-
tection and will work now as a feature extractor for the problem of
adult content classification and the SVM classifier will learn a dis-
criminative model on top of those features. However, as the ultimate
goal is to detect SEIC content, we can test how this network for adult
content detection performs on the SEIC problem, by feeding it with
SEIC and non-SEIC content examples, extracting the features and
training an SVM classifier for SEIC detection.

Given an image set of SEIC and non-SEIC content, we extract the
image features using this intermediary learned network and train a non-
linear SVM with these examples. For training the SVM classifier, we
perform 5-fold cross-validation within the available training set and
perform grid-searching for finding the best classification parameters

∈ ∈ − − − …C c{2 : [ 5, 3, 1 ,15]}c and ∈ ∈ …γ i{2 : [15,13, ,3]}i . The obtained
parameters for this first SVM were =γ 0.0078125 and =C 8.0. We refer
to this first solution as a 1-tiered Adult Detector as it uses one
level of transfer learning, it can detect adult content and, to some ex-
tent, SEIC content but without having features totally specialized to this
latter task yet.

After fine-tuning the initial network (object detection) to the pro-
blem of adult content classification (1-tiered Adult Detector), we
turn our attention to fine-tuning the resulting network to our ultimate
objective, SEIC content detection. To that purpose, we experiment with
two options, a 1-tiered and a 2-tiered solution. For the 1-tiered SEIC
solution, we start with the network trained for object classification (c.f.,
Section 3.2) and perform fine-tuning of its learned weights receiving as
input a series of images tagged as either SEIC and non-SEIC content and
using back-propagation. Just like before, once this network converges
with the new weights adapted to the SEIC detection (target) problem,
we replace its very last layer with an SVM classifier using an RBF
kernel. We refer to this second solution as a 1-tiered SEIC De-
tector as it uses one level of transfer learning from the source pro-
blem of object classification to the target problem of SEIC detection
through fine-tuning with SEIC images (Object Classification → SEIC
Content Classification).

For the 2-tiered solution, we start with network fine-tuned to the
adult content detection problem and perform fine-tuning of its weights
receiving as input a series of images tagged as either SEIC and non-SEIC
content and using back-propagation once again. Just like before, once
this network converges with the new weights adapted to the ultimate
target problem, we replace its very last layer with an SVM classifier
using an RBF kernel. We refer to this third solution as a 2-tiered
SEIC Detector as it uses two levels of transfer learning (Object
Classification→ Adult Content Classification→ SEIC Content
Classification).

Given an image set of SEIC and non-SEIC content, we extract the
image features using the final 1- or 2-tiered learned networks and train
non-linear SVMs with these examples. For the training, we also perform
fivefold cross-validation within the available training set and perform
grid-searching for finding the best classification parameters

∈ ∈ − − − …C c{2 : [ 5, 3, 1 ,15]}c and ∈ ∈ …γ i{2 : [15,13, ,3]}i . The obtained
parameters for this first SVM were =γ 0.0078125 and =C 0.5.

Moreover, we select a dropout rate of 40% just like when the net-
work was first trained for the source problem of general object re-
cognition, a learning rate of 0.000009, a weight decay of 0.005, a
polynomial power of 0.5, and a max number of 200 epochs. We also use
the polynomial learning rate decay policy during fine-tuning as it is
much faster than the original step optimization policy used by Szegedy
et al. [54].

3.4. Data augmentation

Even when fine-tuning the network rather than training it from
scratch, it might be heavily data hungry. Therefore, we also implement
one extension of our 2-tiered solution to take into account data aug-
mentation during the weight refinement to the target problems. For this

augmentation, the initial training pool is further augmented for the
non-SEIC content only – specifically, non-adult images –, since the
dataset used for fine-tuning the 2-tiered network contains few actual
negative examples. Thus, instead of generating additional images from
the original ones (by rotating, mirroring, adjusting contrast, etc.), we
include in the training set 20,000 images from Microsoft Common
Objects in Context (COCO) dataset [60], which consists of 160,000
images labeled in 91 common object categories. For the 1-tiered solu-
tions, we do not perform data augmentation. For the 2-tiered version,
we experiment with one version comprising data augmentation and
another one without it.

4. Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the adopted experimental setup in terms
of datasets, experimental protocols, classification metrics, details on the
available forensic and commercial tools, BoVW-based parametrization,
and a deep-learning-based approach used in the experiments. The ex-
perimental setup designed for the evaluation of the proposed SEIC de-
tectors – network parametrization and training details – was presented
in Section 3.

4.1. Datasets

We validate the proposed deep learning-based SEIC detection
methods with images of real-world apprehensions of the Brazilian
Federal Police, i.e., the images come from a hard disk drive of a real
forensic case involving child pornography. In total, the dataset com-
prises 58,974 images, with 33,723 depicting SEIC content. It is im-
portant to highlight that the non-SEIC class is composed of general
content images, including nudity and pornographic content, which
makes the task of detecting SEIC content very challenging. We split the
dataset into training (33,646 images), validation (5938 images) and test
(19,387 images) sets, with a proportion of 60%/40% images for SEIC
and non-SEIC content, respectively. For pre-training the CNN model, all
hyperparameters are optimized on the validation set to prevent over-
fitting. For non-deep-learning-based approaches, for instance, for the
skin-detector- and BoVW-based techniques, the methods are trained on
the training+ validation.

Due to the illegal nature of child pornography, the data cannot be
illustrated in this paper. Also, we emphasize that we – as research
scientists – never possessed any of such material. Each iteration/version
of our method was encapsulated in a sandbox virtual machine, sent to
the Brazilian Federal Police, processed the data therein and returned to
us in the form of feature vectors. The fine-tuning of our networks was
performed using the prepared sandbox virtual machine in the premises
of the Brazilian Federal Police as well.

For the task of adult content detection, as the source dataset to pre-
train the CNN, we use the Pornography-2 k dataset [42], which com-
prises nearly 140 h of 1000 pornographic and 1000 non-pornographic
videos, varying from six seconds to 33min. For video annotation, the
authors [42] adopted the definition of pornography proposed by Short
et al. [61]: “any explicit sexual matter with the purpose of eliciting
arousal”.

The official evaluation protocol for the Pornography-2 k dataset is a
5×2-fold cross-validation. Here we apply a similar protocol, which
consists of randomly splitting the dataset – one time, because the main
objective is to detect SEIC content, not pornography – into two same-
size class-balanced folds. Also, to pre-train the CNN, we perform a 15%
stratified split of the training set for validation. As we are concerned
about detecting SEIC content in images, we adopt a sample rating of
one frame per second, providing 214,171 frames from the training fold
for training and validating our networks and 257,522 for testing them.
Fig. 3 depicts some example frames from the Pornography-2 k dataset.
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4.2. Classification metrics

Following the default classification metrics of the Pornography-2 k
dataset, we report the normalized accuracy (ACC), and the F2 measure
(F2).

ACC corresponds to the percentage of correctly classified images. F2,
in turn, refers to the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall,
which gives twice the weight to recall ( =β 2) than to precision. Note
that high recall means a low number of false negatives, and high pre-
cision means a low number of false positives. Fβ measure is defined as:

= + ×
×

× +

F β
precision recall

β precision recall
(1 )β

2
2 (1)

where β is a parameter denoting the importance of recall compared to
precision.

4.3. Forensic tools

Despite finding several forensic tools for detecting child porno-
graphy content, only a very few of them are available on the Internet.
Therefore, to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed
solution, we also selected forensic tools that rely on visual content:
NuDetective [31], MediaDetective [37] and SnitchPlus [38].

NuDetective is a tool, readily available for research purposes, de-
veloped by the criminal forensic experts of the Brazilian Federal Police
for detecting SEIC content. MediaDetective and Snitch Plus, in turn, are
both commercial solutions2 with focus on detecting nudity and porno-
graphy content. All of these tools are underpinned by skin-based de-
tectors to identify unsuitable material.

Furthermore, for MediaDetective and Snitch Plus, the image files are
rated according to their suspicious (i.e., probability) for SEIC content.
In those cases, we tag an image as SEIC if its returned probability is
equal or greater than 50%. NuDetective, on the other hand, assigns
binary labels to the image: positive (i.e., the image is SEIC) or negative
(i.e., the image is non-SEIC).

Finally, MediaDetective and Snitch Plus have four predefined ex-
ecution modes, which differ mostly on the rigorousness of the skin
detector. In our experiments, we opted for the most rigorous execution
mode. Regarding NuDetective, we employed its default settings.

4.4. Skin detector

Although a myriad of methods have been proposed to detect child
pornography content, the simplicity of the human skin detection tech-
niques has attracted many researchers [13,17,29,31,32], the most
popular being the color-based techniques [62,63].

Kovac et al. [64] proposed a skin classifier by defining explicitly –
through a number of rules – the skin region in the RGB color space. The
skin model can be divided into three rules as follows:

> ∧ > ∧ > ∧

− > ∧

− > ∧ > ∧ >

R G B
max R G B min R G B
R G R G R B

Rule 1: [( 95) ( 40) ( 20)]
Rule 2: [ ( , , ) ( , , ) 15]
Rule 3: [| | 15 ( ) ( )],

where R, G and B represent the pixel value in the RGB color space with
values ranging from 0 to 255.

For comparison purposes, in this work, we chose Kovac et al.’s skin
detector because it is widely used and easily implemented. In addition,
we classified an image as SEIC if the percentage of skin pixels in the
image is equal or greater than 13%. We performed cross-validation in
the training set to select the best threshold value.

4.5. Bag of visual words-based approach

Before the introduction of Deep Learning techniques, the Bag of
Visual Words (BoVW) modeling was the most successful approach to
describe the content of images. In a nutshell, it characterizes an image
as a histogram of the occurrence rate of visual words in a visual dic-
tionary induced by quantizing the space of a local descriptor (e.g.,
Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [65]). The dictionary of k visual
words is usually obtained by unsupervised learning over a sample of
local descriptors.

In this paper, we evaluate the classical BoVW [66]: hard coding and
average pooling. We first preprocess the dataset by resizing the images
to an area of up to 100 thousand pixels if larger. We then extract SURF
descriptors [65] on a dense spatial grid at five scales. More specifically,
we use patch sizes of 24× 24, 32× 32, 48× 48, 68× 68 and
96× 96 pixels, with step sizes of 4, 6, 8, 11 and 16 pixels, respectively.
The dimensionality of the SURF is reduced down to 32 using principal
component analysis (PCA). The application of BoVW to SEIC detection
was proposed by [44] and this is the reference work we consider herein.

We learn the visual dictionary applying the k-means clustering al-
gorithm with Euclidean distance over one million randomly sampled
PCA-descriptors. We extract 2048 visual words, as suggested by [44].

Classification is performed by Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-
sifiers, using the LIBSVM library [67]. By default, we use a non-linear
SVM with RBF kernel. SVM parameters are estimated performing a grid
search in the training set, considering ∈ ∈ − − − …C c{2 : [ 5, 3, 1 ,15]}c and

∈ ∈ …γ i{2 : [15,13, ,3]}i . The best obtained parameter were:
=γ 0.0078125 and =C 32.

4.6. Yahoo! Porn detection approach

Very recently, Yahoo! open-sourced a CNN model for classifying
adult content in images [49]. The Yahoo!’s network is based upon the
ResNet model proposed by He et al. [68], a residual learning framework
with a depth of up to 152 layers. According to Mahadeokar and Pesa-
vento [49], their model replicates the ResNet paper’s 50-layer network,
using half of the number of filters in each layer.

For training residual networks, pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset,
the authors [49] applied scale augmentation as proposed in [68]. They
replaced the last layer by a 2-node fully-connected layer and performed

Fig. 3. Example frames from the pornography-2 k dataset, illustrating the diversity of pornographic (top row) and the non-pornographic content (bottom row), with high skin exposure.

2 We have purchased MediaDetective v3.1 and Snitch Plus v3.1 for our research.
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fine-tuning with an image dataset of adult vs. non-adult content. Ac-
cording to Mahadeokar and Pesavento [49], the training images or
other details are not available due to the nature of the data. Also, to
optimize the classification performance, the hyperparameters (step size,
base learning rate) were properly fine-tuned [49].

Moreover, they used the CaffeOnSpark deep learning framework,
which was developed by Yahoo! for large-scale distributed deep
learning on Hadoop clusters. Precisely, they benefited from 16 GPUs.

For the sake of comparison, in this paper, we use the Yahoo!’s model
as a feature extractor and employ an SVM classifier with RBF kernel to
make the decision for the SEIC detection task. For training the SVM
classifier, we perform 5-fold cross-validation and apply grid-searching
for finding the best classification parameters

∈ ∈ − − − …C c{2 : [ 5, 3, 1 ,15]}c and ∈ ∈ …γ i{2 : [15,13, ,3]}i . The best ob-
tained parameters were =γ 0.03125 and =C 2.0. It must be noted,
however, that any comparison with such method must be taken with a
grain of salt as it has used a different training set.

Finally, although Yahoo!’s method has used a different image set for
defining the network weights, it is validated here in the same test set as
any other method. In addition, two important differences with regard to
the methods we propose in this paper are that Yahoo!’s model con-
sidered a cluster of 16 GPUs while ours use a single GPU. A second, and
important aspect, is that our solutions are trained with a public dataset
while Yahoo’s is proprietary.

5. Experiments and validation

In the following, we present the experimental results for detecting
SEIC content, comparing our solutions with state-of-the-art methods,
forensic tools and commercial softwares.

5.1. Adult content detection

At first, we analyze the performance for detecting adult content
(porn vs. non-porn content) on the Pornography-2 k dataset (257,522
frames from the test data). As one might observe in Table 2, our 1-
tiered Adult Detector provides superior performance over
Yahoo! Detector [49], for ACC and F2 measures. This comparison is
particularly relevant because both CNN models are trained on images of
adult content. Our solution, besides being more accurate (i.e., an error
reduction of 26.7% in ACC when compared to the Yahoo!’s one), ends
up being less expensive in terms of computational resources: while the
Yahoo! Detector uses of a 16 GPU-cluster for training the CNNs, we
work with a single GPU machine. Although both networks have similar
performance for actually detecting adult content (similar TPR), our
method is much better at rejecting innocuous content (higher TNR).
Concerning the COPINE scale, both detectors reasonably cover depic-
tions of L1 through L7 levels.

5.2. SEIC detection

Turning the attention to the ultimate goal of detecting SEIC content,
in Table 3, we have the results for the different methods for this more
challenging task. Without surprise, we observe a considerable im-
provement of performance from skin-detector-based systems (Kovac
et al. and different off-the-shelf forensic tools) to non-skin-detector-
based ones (BoVW- and Deep Learning-based approaches), showing the

relevance of exploiting richer and more discriminative patterns. This
might indicate that human skin detection is of circumstantial – or no
importance – for detecting SEIC content. The strength of non-skin-de-
tector-based techniques is further highlighted when comparing the
proposed 1-tiered and 2-tiered SEIC Detectors to the best skin-
detector-based solution (NuDetective). Our solutions provide re-
markable improvements (e.g., 29.4 percentage points for ACC and 13.9
percentage points for F2 when considering the 2-tiered SEIC De-
tector).

It should be mentioned that, with respect to F2 measure, higher
numbers do not mean necessarily higher performance (see Kovac et al.’
results), since F2 does not take into account the true negatives.
Therefore, both classification metrics, ACC and F2, must be considered
together for evaluating the performance.

Regarding our proposed SEIC detectors, we observe that fine-tuning
improves detection, both when transferring network weights and con-
figurations from the original object detection network and fine-tuning it
to SEIC content detection (1-tiered SEIC Detector), and when
transferring weights and network configurations from the 1-tiered
Adult Detector to the SEIC content detection network (2-tiered
SEIC Detector). With two different levels of fine-tuning and training,
our solution is completely data-driven with the advantage of dealing
with the scarcity of labeled SEIC content.

Table 3 also shows the comparison with the Yahoo! Detector.
Our 1-tiered SEIC Detector outperforms their detector by 7.7 and
6.5 percentage points, for ACC and F2, respectively. If we consider the
proposed best-performing solution (2-tiered SEIC Detector), we
reach a notable improvement over Yahoo! Detector of 8.6 percen-
tage points for ACC and 7.0 percentage points for F2.

Fig. 4 illustrates the error reduction relative to the 2-tiered SEIC
Detector. Comparing our 2-tiered SEIC Detector to skin-de-
tector-based systems, we observe an error reduction of up to 70.4%
(from 46.9% to 13.9%). In the case of BoVW-based method, the error
reduction is of 56.2%, which agrees with current literature in Computer
Vision, which shows outstanding results of deep convolution neural
networks over BoVW-based techniques over various applications.

Comparing the strategies of transfer learning both 1-tiered and
2-tiered SEIC Detectors to the 1-tiered Adult Detector and
the SEIC Detector (random initial weights), it is clear the
importance of the transfer with both 1-tiered and 2-tiered SEIC
Detectors outperforming the other solutions. This positive result is a
major step forward for combating SEIC content.

Finally, comparing the 1-tiered SEIC Detector and the 2-
tiered SEIC Detector directly, we can see the latter outperforms
the former by one percentage point. One important aspect here is that
as the 1- and 2-tiered solutions have different initializations policies,
one with one level of knowledge transfer and the other with two levels,
the two methods are somewhat complementary. An additional analysis
of these two solutions show they are indeed complementary and when
combined with a simple max probability fusion strategy they lead to an

Table 2
Results for adult content detection.

TPR (%) TNR (%) F2 (%) ACC (%)

Yahoo! detector [49] 94.5 82.3 94.1 88.4
1-Tiered adult detector 94.8 88.2 94.8 91.5

TPR: true positive rate – TNR: true negative rate – ACC: accuracy – F2: F2 measure.

Table 3
Results for SEIC content detection.

TPR (%) TNR (%) F2 (%) ACC (%)

Kovac et al. [64] 89.6 16.5 84.4 53.1
MediaDetective [37] 71.3 42.0 70.0 56.6
Snitch plus [38] 68.4 45.2 67.8 56.8
NuDetective [31] 76.4 37.0 73.8 56.7
SURF & BoVW 69.9 66.6 71.1 68.3
Yahoo! detector [49] 80.1 74.9 80.7 77.5
SEIC detector (random initial weights) 79.5 72.3 79.9 75.9
1-Tiered adult detector 83.0 77.8 83.4 80.4
1-Tiered SEIC detector 86.8 83.7 87.2 85.2
2-Tiered SEIC detector 87.2 85.0 87.7 86.1
2-Tiered SEIC detector (ext.) 86.2 86.7 87.1 86.5

TPR: true positive rate – TNR: true negative rate – ACC: accuracy – F2: F2 measure.
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F2 of about 89.6%, which is three percentage points better than the best
solution in isolation.

We also report the result for the extension of our 2-tiered solution.
By augmenting the data for the non-SEIC class, we achieved slightly
better results for ACC (86.5%); for F2 measure, however, our result
(87.1%) is lower than expected. Still, this experiment indicates that our
results can be improved even further by training the network with more
data, non-SEIC and SEIC content. In the next section, we discuss one
possible future branch of research for automatically incorporating more
training examples once the current solution is deployed in some in-
vestigation sites.

5.3. Detecting top-levels of the COPINE scale

As we discuss in the introduction, our solutions presented in this
work are data-driven, which means they can automatically derive dis-
criminative features directly from the available training data. When
providing the model with adult content-type only, the one-tiered so-
lution detects general pornography, which means it deals with COPINE
scale levels of L1 through L7, mostly.

When we incorporate SEIC examples into the training, the methods
(one- and two-tiered) improve the classification rate in at least four
percentage points, being now capable of detecting some more images
falling into the L8 through L10 levels of the COPINE scale. Of course,
there is still much research to be done as the best available solution still
misses about 13 percentage points of the evaluated cases. It is important
to mention, however, that available off-the-shelf solutions perform with
77% at best (see NuDetective’s performance) and it is currently in use
by the Brazilian Federal Police. Equally important, a powerful model
developed by Yahoo! [49] achieves about 80%. Compared to those
solutions, proposed methods lead to a remarkable improvement of 10
and seven percentage points, respectively.

5.4. Variability under different training configurations

Sometimes, the order of examples with which a CNN-based solution
is trained might affect the created model. To verify this, we performed
some experiments randomizing the training dataset to assess any pos-
sible discrepancy when testing methods trained with different training
sets but tested with the same testing data. For that, we first fixed the
test set (19,387 images), the same used in all the experiments in this
paper. Next, we randomly created five variations of training data. In
each variation, we separated 29,442 images for training and the re-
maining 10,142 images for validation. We fine-tuned five CNNs based
on such sets. Afterwards, we tested the CNNs with the fixed test set.

As one might observe in Table 4, the results are reasonably uniform
over all five variations of training sets, for both ACC and F2 measures.
Comparing the results of the 2-tiered SEIC Detector, in which the
training dataset consists of 33,646 images, in the previous section to the
results involving variations of the training dataset, which contains

29,442 images (12.5% decrease from the original training data), we
observe a small impact on performance accuracy when changing the
order of training sets/elements. Therefore, we can safely conclude, at
least for the training data that we used in this work, the detector is
reasonably robust when training with different training sets considering
different/random order in the used batches.

5.5. First take on video classification

Although in this paper we focus on detecting SEIC content in
images, we performed a small experiment with 100 random videos
present in a real-case apprehension (50 normal videos and 50 with SEIC
content at different parts of the streams) using our detector for images.

For the sake of simplicity, we have used the typical video classifi-
cation pipeline: (i) split the video into frames; (ii) pool/aggregate the
extracted features; and (iii) train a classifier. By using a frame sampling
rate of five frames per second, we apply the 2-tiered SEIC
Detector model described in Section 3 and trained with images as our
feature extractor. After that, we average pool the features to obtain a
single description of the video, and we employ the SVM model trained
for the 2-tiered SEIC Detector to predict the video label.

The obtained classification accuracy is of 88.0% and an F2 measure
of 79.8%, in which all the negative samples – without child porno-
graphy content – are classified as negative (true negative rate is 100%).
Regarding the positive samples, the analysis of the hardest false nega-
tives revealed that the method has some difficulties when the videos are
of very poor quality (often captured from webcams) or when the videos
have few SEIC explicit elements. From this initial work, we intend to
improve the detector by including temporal features and also to include
audio, two important aspects present in videos that could boost the
classification results significantly when compared to still images.

6. Conclusions and future work

Deep convolution neural networks are the state of the art for image
classification tasks [53,54,68], but their use for sexually exploitative
imagery of children is challenging, since those models require large
amounts of training data. To bypass that problem, in this paper, we

Fig. 4. Classification error reduction (%) with respect
to our 2-tiered SEIC Detector considering the
metric ACC in Table 3.

Table 4
Results for SEIC content detection.

F2 (%) ACC (%)

2-Tiered SEIC detector 87.7 86.1
Variation #1 88.0 85.1
Variation #2 88.2 85.0
Variation #3 88.3 85.2
Variation #4 88.3 85.1
Variation #5 88.2 85.1

ACC: accuracy – F2: F2 measure.
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proposed a data-driven solution in which: (1) we first transfer the
network parameters and configurations trained on ImageNet (with 1.2
million images) to the target problem SEIC content detection (1-tiered
solution) and (2) we also perform a 2-tiered transfer learning proce-
dure, in which we first transfer knowledge from the network trained
over ImageNet (with 1.2 million images) to the problem of adult con-
tent detection (with 200 thousand images) and fine-tune the network
for SEIC content detection problem.

The evaluation of our solution shows remarkable improvements not
only over current scientific state of the art, but also over off-the-shelf
forensic and commercial tools. Additionally, to the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that the deep convolutional neural networks
are evaluated to cope with the problem of SEIC content detection. Most
importantly, our work is one of the very few solutions, as far as we
know, able to deal with SEIC grammar at the COPINE scale levels of L8
through L10.

We believe our solution can potentially aid forensic experts in their
daily routines of automatically examining vast troves of data in a pro-
cess that heretofore was chiefly manual [14] or that relied on solutions
producing a high number of false positives. In view of that, we pro-
duced a self-contained sandbox virtual machine with our solution,
freely available upon request for direct deployment. We hope it will be
used by different law-enforcement agents for combating SEIC content.
To access the sandbox, an interested reader can contact the authors or
access http://www.recod.ic.unicamp.br/.

In addition, in this paper we showed that it is possible to perform
different levels of transfer learning and network adaptations for the
problem of SEIC content detection, which often suffers with lack of
proper training data. In our case, it was possible to perform different
levels of knowledge transfer, reducing in one order of magnitude the
requirements of training size. This approach might be the key for other
related and complicated problems such as violence detection and
grammar refinement for each class of the COPINE scale, for instance.

As future work, it is only natural to envision extending our method
to detect child pornography in videos. Video files have important fea-
tures that make automatic detection a challenge task [36]: they are
usually large, have different formats and encodings, and may have low
resolution. For further reducing the error rate, we intend to improve the
1- and 2-tiered SEIC models by using better pre-trained models and by
adjusting the architecture in addition to using more training data. An-
other branch of research could focus on refining the solution for clas-
sifying the content among the different COPINE scale levels. This would
be important to further focus the training on failing cases and im-
proving the solution for those cases with a guided-training process.
Finally, we also envision an online automatic classification and self-
tagging method in which the current solution, once deployed at some
forensic sites, could collect the most reliable classified images (higher
classification confidence) and automatically integrate those examples
into the fine-tuning and training stages re-running such stages peri-
odically. A similar process was recently proposed by Guo and Aarabi
[69] for the problem of hair segmentation and holds promise.
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